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Introduction 
 

I. Defining Apologetics 

A. The word “apologetics” is derived from the Greek word apologia 

(ἀπολογία) which basically means a defense. Having said that, it is 

important to understand that apologetics not only defends but also 

commends the faith; in other words, the term can encompass all of 

Christian communication.1  

a. An activity in the Church and of the Church 

b. The noun form of the term apologia (ἀπολογία) is used 8 times in 

the New Testament. The most notable and quoted verse in the 

realm of apologetics is 1 Peter 3:15. However, it is often 

misunderstood and misinterpreted. 

i. “Sanctify Christ as Lord in your hearts…” 

ii. “Always being ready to make a defense…” 

iii. “Give an account for the hope that is in you…” 

iv. “With gentleness and reverence…” 

B. “The defense of the gospel—the discipline known as apologetics—has 

fallen on hard times in our generation. Most Christians think of it as a 

philosophical exercise rather than (as Paul saw it) a vital application of 

biblical doctrine. Some think it’s a discipline best relegated to the 

academic arena, handled only by specialists who have attained advanced 

                                                             
1 Dr. George Zemek’s working definition of apologetics is “the philosophy of methodology pertaining to all forms of 
Christian communication.” 
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degrees, as if it should be kept out of the hands of the laity or the life of 

the local church. Some insist that the contextualization, not apologetics, is 

the most effective way to advance the kingdom of Christ in a hostile 

culture.”2 

C. So, biblical apologetics (also known as presuppositional apologetics which 

we will cover more extensively later in the notes) is simply reasoning with 

and from Scripture. In the Bible, we have our “divinely sanctioned 

evidential reservoir.”3 In other words, the evidence we bring in apologetics 

is the authoritative, inerrant, and efficacious Word (Ps 19:7–8). 

 

II. The Errors in Apologetics 

A. Theological Error – While many in evangelicalism would affirm Reformed 

doctrines of grace in salvation, there seems to be serious inconsistency 

when it comes to apologetical methodology. “The doctrines of grace have 

fallen on hard times. Even in circles where the sinfulness of sin and the 

sufficiencies of God, both for salvation and for sanctification, are 

professed theologically, methodological compromises are nullifying such 

seemingly hollow creedal affirmations.”4 

a. “Regeneration is not necessary however, to see that the 

‘foolishness of God’ is ‘wiser than men.’ Any rational person can 

see that. If the unregenerate do not ‘see’ it, it is only because they 

                                                             
2 John MacArthur’s Foreword in Cliff McManis’ book. Cliff McManis, Apologetics By the Book (Sunnyvale, CA: GBF 
Press, 2017), xi. 
3 Dr. George Zemek’s unpublished class syllabus, 24. 
4 George Zemek, Doing God’s Business God’s Way” A Biblical Theology of Ministry (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 
2004), ix. 
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will not, not because they cannot. Their wills and not their minds 

need to be changed because their problem is not in knowing this 

but in acknowledging it. Indeed, they do know it. That is the reason 

they know they do not like it and therefore contend that they do not 

even know it.”5  

i. This is sadly mistaken because the Scripture is clear in 

regards to man’s total depravity [i.e. they cannot come to 

God on their own] and its effects on the mind and inability to 

be saved by humanistic, rational means (1 Cor 2:14–15). 

B. Methodological Error – There are those who claim that if we want to reach 

the modern skeptic or debater, then we must make our message rational, 

logical, and palatable according to their standard of reasoning. Once they 

have been “logically arm-wrestled” to admit the existence of God or the 

reliability of the Bible, then they present the gospel. At first glance, this 

seems reasonable but it has no biblical basis (1 Cor 2:1–5). 

a. A significant error is made here because of the unprecedented 

division is made between the mind and the heart. “We suggest that 

classical Reformed orthodoxy saw the noetic influence of sin not as 

direct through a totally depraved mind, but as indirect through the 

totally depraved heart.”6 

                                                             
5 R.C. Sproul, John Gerstner, and Arthur Lindsley, Classical Apologetics: A Rational Defense of the Christian Faith 
and a Critique of Presuppositional Apologetics (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1984), 218. 
6 Sproul, Gerstner, and Lindsley, Classical Apologetics, 243. 
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III. The Goal of Apologetics 

A. Biblical Faithfulness – As seen in 1 Peter 3:15 and Jude 3–4, the mandate 

for apologetics is for every believer. If Christ is the Lord of your heart, then 

defending and proclaiming the gospel is for you. This requires a life that 

testifies of the “hope that is in you”. Defending and contending for the faith 

also implies that false beliefs are exposed and the Scripture is the 

authority to which all ideologies are to be subjected. 

a. “Now, while one can certainly way that there is a kind of circularity 

in presuppositional apologetics, but the circularity is neither vicious 

nor fallacious. It sounds circular to say that our faith governs our 

reasoning and also that it is in turn based on rationality. But the 

sequence is as follows: God’s rationality  human faith  human 

reasoning. The arrows may be read “is rational basis for.” So in this 

sense, the sequence is linear, not circular…The Christian is 

presupposing a Christian epistemology—a view of knowledge, 

testimony, witness, appearance, and fact that is subject to 

Scripture. In other words, he is using scriptural standards to prove 

scriptural conclusions.”7 

B. Gospel Proclamation – Biblically speaking, there should not be a 

dichotomy between apologetics and evangelism. In Paul’s missionary 

journeys, his goal in apologetics was to call sinners to faith in Christ and 

repentance of sin (Acts 17:22–34).   

                                                             
7 John Frame, Apologetics: A Justification of Christian Belief, 2nd ed., ed. Joseph E. Torres (Phillipsburg, NJ: P&R, 
2015), 3. 
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a. “Christian apologetics consists of both a defense and a propagation 

of the Christian faith. It is a methodology dealing with a message—

how to defend and present the biblical message or the truth-claims 

of biblical Christianity.”8 

b. “Apologetics is the area of study purely devoted to the justification 

and defense of the Christian faith…Our goal as apologists in not to 

prove Christianity, but to show that it is a credible religion…to 

clearly show the challenger that the basic truths of Christianity are 

possible, if not probable…Apologetics should be considered under 

the heading of pre-evangelism… the student [of apologetics] should 

be able to convey that Christianity is free from contradiction and 

that the doctrines therein are reasonable.”9 

i. There are several problems with this view: 

1. This definition assumes that apologetics is a pre-work 

of evangelism. Therefore, the goal is to prove to the 

unbeliever that the Christian faith is credible, 

reasonable, logical, and free from contradiction. 

2. So then, the Christian faith is on trial and is guilty until 

proven innocent and rational. 

Summary: At the heart of apologetics is the confrontation of man’s vehement rejection 

of God. The only way upon which the Spirit of God transforms and regenerates 

someone who is in hostile denial of God is by the proclamation of truth (Rom 10:17).  

                                                             
8 Rolland McCune, Promise Unfulfilled: The Failed Strategy of Modern Evangelicalism (Greenvile, SC: Ambassador 
Emerald International, 2004), 197. 
9 Dean Hardy, Stand Your Ground: An Introductory Text for Apologetics Students (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2007), 
1–3. 
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A Survey of Evangelical Apologetics10 

 

I. Total Rationalism or Non-Presuppositionalism 

A. Total Rationalism suggests that one can proceed from the ground up in 

arriving at and defending a comprehensive philosophy without having any 

prior commitment to a worldview.  

B. Highly philosophical in its approach with using the rational categories 

developed by Immanuel Kant. This methodology is similar to Roman 

Catholic (Thomas Aquinas) philosophy and apologetics. 

a. It seeks to build a bridge from man to God resting on a purely 

natural theology (what man can observe and deduce from nature 

and human intellect; different from natural revelation) apart from the 

Bible or any presupposition of special divine revelation. 

II. Semi-Rationalism or Semi-Biblicism 

A. Semi-Rationalism assumes biblical Christianity and theism as a worldview 

but subjects it to analytical testing and verification by one means or 

another. It is promoted as a blend of a purely rational approach and a 

purely biblical approach; the “balanced” view. 

a. While this view claims that the Scripture is presupposed to be 

reliable truth-content for saving faith, the presupposition of the Bible 

as true still needs “objective” validation by the governance of the 

                                                             
10 Taken from McCune, Promise Unfulfilled, 197–228.  
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laws of logic, thereby making laws of logic ultimate authority in the 

verification process. 

III. Total Biblicism or Total Presuppositionalism 

A. In this methodology, the revelation-claims of the Bible are not merely 

hypothetically assumed and later rationally validated, much less arrived at 

by independent reasoning. Instead, divine authority is accepted 

unconditionally and wholeheartedly by supernaturally-endowed faith. 

a. Consider the fact that Christian presuppositions have the strongest 

possible rational ground, namely, the revelation of God. 

Presuppositionalism is the apologetical methodology which begins 

with one’s ultimate commitment: God.  

IV. Conclusion 

A. Methodology in apologetics is important to consider as it is closely 

intertwined with authority. The ultimate authority of the Christian defense 

determines and controls an apologetical methodology.  

a. In other words, a person’s apologetical “starting point” IS where 

they are ground the authority of the claims upon which they rest 

their beliefs (commitments). One’s apologetical methodology is 

directly tied to one’s understanding of how knowledge obtained. 
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Noetic Effects of Sin 

 

I. Definition 

A. Noetic [from the Greek word nous, “mind,” i.e. mental] effects of the Fall 

refers to how mankind is in total rebellion against God in his reasoning. 

So, apart from divine intervention, we are unable to come up with a proper 

spiritual diagnosis and are utterly futile when it comes to living a life 

pleasing to God. Therefore, the mind of the natural man is not neutral, but 

it is totally depraved and aggressively seeking autonomy. 

a. The mind of the unbelieving is defiled (Titus 1:15) 

b. Unregenerate mind is hostile toward God (Rom 8:7) 

c. The sinner thinks in his mind, “there is no God” (Ps 10:4; i.e., He is 

irrelevant) 

d. Unrepentant minds are darkened in understanding (Eph 4:17–18) 

II. Passages of Consideration 

A. Genesis 6:5, 11–12 

a. Context – Accelerating corruption of mankind prior to the flood 
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B. Jeremiah 17:5–10 

a. Context – Jeremiah as a mouthpiece of God to Judah to pronounce 

judgment and call her to repentance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Mark 7:14–15 

a. Context – Religious leaders teaching that men became unclean 

from the outside in 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. Faith vs. Reason 

A. The question is often asked: “How are reason and faith related?” 

a. “Reason cannot of itself discover the true meaning of sense data, 

or determine the most consistent view of the world. Fallen man 

cannot refer to facts or logic to test the words of God…Reason’s 

role is not to check the validity of Scripture by evidence or 
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noncontradiction, but simply to interpret the Scripture as accurately 

as possible…we are to believe not what we can confirm or infer, but 

what God says because God says it.”11 

b. “While his mental faculties may function perfectly in the areas of 

math and other non-moral disciplines [i.e. 2+2 will equal 4], they are 

thoroughly skewed when it comes to understanding spiritual things 

[i.e. for the autonomous, unregenerate person who locks God out of 

his sphere of supposed reality, 2+2 will equal 3 or 5 every time he 

is confronted with spiritual things]. It takes the efficacies of God to 

change his mind [i.e. repentance] and world-and-life view and also 

to progressively transform his mind according to the “mind of 

Christ” [i.e. renewal].”12 

B. However, there can be confusion from the so-called presuppositional 

rationalists who “redefine faith” in order to necessitate the inclusion of 

rational precedence for gospel proclamation. 

a. “One must begin with faith, then. Without reliance upon the 

knowledge of God as revealed in the Bible, at least by a tentative 

acceptance, one would never really come to know Him. Yet faith in 

the sense of a provisional acceptance of something not initially 

proved need not remain on this level. It can go on to be verified, or 

at least vindicated, so that the assumption is not irrational (italics 

added).”13 

                                                             
11 Gordon Lewis, Testing Christianity’s Truth Claims: Approaches to Christian Apologetics (Chicago: Moody Press, 
1976), 292-94.  
12 Zemek, Doing God’s Business God’s Way, 22. 
13 Millard Erickson, The New Evangelical Theology (Westwood, NJ: Revell, 1968), 132 
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i. Several problems with this view: 

1. According to this view, the conclusion is that believing 

the Word of God on the basis of its self-authenticating 

power prior to evidences is “irrational”. 

2. However, God is the most rational being and believing 

His Word is the most rational commitment we can 

have. 

3. Then, faith is not a “provisional” [temporary] 

acceptance waiting to be proven. Instead, it is a total 

subjection and entrustment of oneself to the God of 

the Bible. 

C. So then, what is faith? 

a. “The voice of faith is: ‘We know…’ Upon what, now, is the certainty 

of faith grounded? Not on demonstration by argument, nor yet on 

experimental proof. Articles of faith cannot be proved by reason, 

nor verified by controlled experiments; man is in no position to 

make an independent check on what he is told about his God…No, 

the certainty of faith springs directly from the consciousness of 

resting on the word of a God who ‘cannot lie’ (Titus 1:2), and is 

therefore utterly trustworthy in all that he says.”14 

i. God said we must presuppose Him by faith in order to 

please Him! 

                                                             
14 J.I. Packer, 18 Words: The Most Important Words You Will Ever Know (Scotland, UK: Christian Focus, 2022), 128. 
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ii. “Faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of 

things not seen…And without faith it is impossible to please 

Him, for he who comes to God must believe that He is and 

that He is a rewarder of those who seek Him.” (Heb 11:1, 6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


